Predicting Pathways between Distant Configurations for Biomolecules.
Many of the most interesting rearrangements associated with function and dysfunction of biomolecules involve complex, highly nonlinear pathways. Predicting these convoluted changes in structure is an important research challenge, since knowledge of key intermediate conformations at an atomic level of detail has the potential to inform the design of novel therapeutic strategies with enhanced specificity. The identification of kinetically relevant pathways can be strongly dependent on the construction of a physically relevant initial pathway between specified end points, avoiding artifacts such as chain crossings. In this contribution we describe an enhanced interpolation procedure to characterize initial pathways for complex rearrangements of a histone tail, α-helix to β-sheet conversion for amyloid-β17-42, and EGFR kinase activation. Complete connected initial pathways with relatively low overall barriers are obtained in each case using an enhanced quasi-continuous interpolation scheme. This approach will help to extend the complexity and time scales accessible to computer simulation.